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January 1st through February 28th, 2019 is open enrollment for
any insurance changes (additions or deletions). The plan effective
date is March 1st, 2019. Please see Cory or Ron for enrollment
forms, as this is the only time changes can be made without a
qualifying event.
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Carline will be conducting audiograms on May 8th, 9th, 15th, 16th,
22nd & 23rd at Corporate Office. The screening is a Responsible
Carrier Program requirement & should only take a few minutes of
your time. The dates chosen coincide with the crew change
schedules for your convenience. Testing will begin at 6:30 a.m. for
those who arrive early, but we will not hold up crew change for
those who arrive late. Those who show up late will have to wait
until the day they get off to do the screen. All employees including
fleet office, corporate office, dock and vessel crews (including
Plaquemine & Burnside Fleet crews) are responsible for reporting
on these days. If there are any schedule conflicts, please contact
Ron or Cory so that an appointment can be arranged at the clinic.
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As you are all aware, time awards are provided by Carline once you have been employed for the
three months, six months, a year and so on. To receive your award, please see Ron. It is
imperative that you sign the sheet attached to your award and return it to Jessica, so that there
is documentation that your award was received. At this time, Carline would like to recognize
employees that have earned time awards for a year or more.
Congratulations to the following employees!
Paul Samayoa

1 year

Canvas Bag

Michael Kennedy

1 year

Canvas Bag

Hunter Breaux

1 year

Canvas Bag

John Hord

1 year

Canvas Bag

Gavin Brignac

2 years

Pocket Tool

Blaine Boland

5 years

Jacket

Cory Townsend

7 years

Dry Zip Bag

Clay Harmon

30 years

Kayak
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Albemarle

$4680.18

Arkansas

$ 173.80

Atlanta

($104.51)

Cairo

$ 598.03

Georgia

$ 110.36

Lafayette

$7144.31

Pal State

$ 45.01

Savannah

$1537.18

Tennessee

$0

Texas

$1821.29

Virginia

$ 507.94
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Congratulations Clay Harmon on
making 30 years with Carline!
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2018: Highwater and Growth

It was a year that covered the entire spectrum for Carline. We endured an extremely long highwater season that
ferociously reminded everyone of Mother Nature’s power. Fortunately, we came out on the other side stronger
than before and were able to follow through on many of the growth plans laid out in the 2017-year end letter.

We experienced significant growth in 2018, so much so that I will only be able to focus on the high points due to
the limited amount of space in this Fleetwire article. We added two new fleeting locations, two vessels and
multiple new customers. We are excited and honored to include CF Industries and Mosaic Fertilizer as new
customers of Carline.
One of our guiding factors over the last few years has been the belief that we can grow our business in the areas
of specialized service and high-quality equipment. We have continued to make significant value-enhancing growth
investments in both of those arenas. Our ultimate goal is to use those investments to broaden and add value to
the services we provide.
The success of that growth pattern was shown again this year by the opening of the new fleeting locations in
Donaldsonville and Waggaman. While both fleets are up and running, I look forward to announcing some
additional volumes that we have landed for our Waggaman fleet. Our presence in the New Orleans harbor has
received great interest. Through our great service and top-quality equipment, we will continue to grab market
share over the years in Waggaman.
Carline also added the M/V CSS Georgia and the M/V USS Lafayette to our vessel operations division. Both vessels
were lightly used prior to Carline acquiring them, however we have invested significant capital “making them our
own” and bringing them up to Carline standards. We are all excited to see them both out working with the rest of
the fleet. The first ten employees to call Tammy at the Fleet Office will win a pair of Carline scissors, along with a
High-Visibility Safety Carline T-Shirt! One winner per vessel please. Good luck!
In addition to the new revenue areas, the CSS Georgia received the first COI issued by MSU Baton Rouge under the
new Subchapter M regulations. Shortly thereafter, the CSS Atlanta’s COI was issued in October. Our third COI for
the CSS Texas’s is currently at MSU Baton Rouge awaiting signature. This was quite a feat by our vessel crews,
maintenance group and the risk management team. Great job getting this done!
Unfortunately, we suffered the tragic loss of a Carline team member in 2018. We have spent the last several
months supporting each other as we continue the healing process. Please continue to be there for each other as
we walk down this road together.

For good reason I always thank everyone at Carline for the opportunity to work alongside all of you. Brad and I are
very humbled and fortunate to be a part of this team. Our mariners and shoreside team members are truly the
all-stars and lifeblood of Carline. I don’t think there is a better team on the river! Thanks for all that you do for
Carline and each other. I’m glad that y’all let us be a part of this team.
Sincerely,
Lew
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2019 Captains’ Wives Outing
March 22nd & 23rd
March 29th & 30th
April 5th & 6th
Rural Life Museum
Take a step back into time and Louisiana heritage to see artifacts from the 18 th and 19th centuries
while experiencing it all up close and personal.

La Carreta’s
Relax and enjoy the food, margaritas, and conversation in a festive atmosphere at La Carreta’s.

13th Gate Escape
Head towards adventure! Mayan ruins, caves, and pirate treasure abound. But beware of high tide!
Cutthroat Cavern is 13th Gate’s newest escape room.

Email Lyndsy at adminassist@carlinecompanies.com or call 225-474-5438
before February 18th to reserve your spot!
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The 2019 Captains’ Meetings
Ron Mancuso

We are excited to announce that the 2019 Captains’ Meetings will be held at the Hampton Inn &
Suites in Baton Rouge. Letters have been mailed to the spouses regarding information on their day out in
downtown Baton Rouge. We are excited to welcome outside speakers who will educate us on topics that
the Captains and Pilots have requested information on or had questions regarding.
This year we are fortunate to have a Substance Abuse Professional to educate everyone on the signs
and symptoms of drug and alcohol abuse. This will teach us to see the symptoms of abuse earlier and
prepare us to give the individual the necessary resources to overcome their addiction. Brian with Forefront
Emergency Management will be returning to conduct and review proper procedure for spill drills. We will
also have a Professional Mariner come and present on leadership and managing the everyday role of being a
leader in the workplace. Finishing out the evening, will be a delicious dinner at Stroubes Seafood and
Steaks, where we will have the opportunity to socialize and visit with our families. Saturday morning,
Delgado is sending a speaker to talk about Risk Management and Lew will give the closing remarks.
We are looking forward to another successful meeting and furthering our knowledge on these
topics. If anyone has questions please do not hesitate to call Cory or myself. Please mark the following
dates on your calendar:

March 22nd & 23rd
March 29th & 30th
April 5th & 6th

Congratulations Amber & TJ Taylor!
Finley Ann Taylor
Born 10/26/18 at 0738
8 lbs & 5 ozs.
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Dylan McVay

Cordera Looney

Anthony Sumlin

Michael McGraw

David Villenurve

Drake Guidry

Wyatt Kimball

Brandon Richard

Ethan Seals

Alex Harris

Zack Wardlow

Dylan Guillot

Austin Gary

Aaron Davis

Gavin Scott

Gerald Plemmans

Ross Ledet

Luis Jimenez

Brennan Verdin

Jeremiah Neal

Deanna Perry

Jessica Boudreaux

Devan Landry

Zachary Gunter

Eddie Alesich

Dylan Webb

Dustin Robert

Willie Thomas

Wyatt Kimball

Gary Colley
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Delbert Sledge

Joseph Williams

Trey Moran

Myles Langley

Jon Michot

Frankie Duncan

Michael Bilyk

James Berry

Jacob Neyland

Sloan Hull

Cody Williams

Kathan Allen

Terry Larabee

Tammy Graham

John Sapp

Tralve Mc Graw

Myles Langley

Thomas Faye

Wyatt Kimball

Gerald Plemmons

Alex Harris

Austin Holton

Mason Day

Jesse Patterson

Dylan McVay

2018:
Highwater
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provided above.

